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Abstract:
Data centers are created as distributed information systems for massive data stor-
age and processing. The structure of a data center determines the way that its inner
servers, links and switches are interconnected. Several hierarchical structures have
been proposed to improve the topological performance of data centers. By using
recursively defined topologies, these novel structures can well support general ap-
plications and services with high scalability and reliability. However, these struc-
tures ignore the details of some specific applications running on data centers, such as
MapReduce, a well-known distributed data processing application. The communica-
tion and control mechanisms for performing MapReduce on the traditional structure
cannot be employed on the hierarchical structures.
In this paper, we propose a methodology for performing MapReduce on data centers
with hierarchical structures. Our methodology is based on the distributed hash table
(DHT), an efficient data retrieval approach on distributed systems. We utilize the
advantages of DHT, including decentralization, fault tolerance and scalability, to ad-
dress the main problems that face hierarchical data centers in supporting MapReduce.
Comprehensive evaluation demonstrates the feasibility and excellent performance of
our methodology.
Keywords: MapReduce; Data Center; distributed hash table (DHT).

1 Introduction

In the recent years, the data centers have emerged as distributed information systems for massive
data storage and processing. A data center provides many online applications [8] [2] and infrastructure
services [4] [13] through its large number of servers, which are interconnected via high-speed links and
switches. These devices construct the networking infrastructure of a data center, named data center net-
work [9]. The structure of a data center network determines the way these devices are organized. To
design suitable structures and make them match well with the data storage and processing applications
are fundamental challenges.

MapReduce, proposed by Google, is a well-known and widely used data processing mechanism on
data centers [6]. MapReduce works by separating a complex computation into Map tasks and Reduce
tasks, which are performed in parallel on hundreds or thousands of servers in a data center. MapReduce
provides a good control and execution mode for distributed computing and cloud computing [18]. Users
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without any experience of distributed programming can easily process terabytes of data on data centers
with the help of MapReduce.

Nowadays, increasingly diverse applications and services call for an improvement of data centers
in the topological performance, including scalability, reliability, etc. Especially, users’ various require-
ments for processing large amount of data results in an exponentially increasing number of servers. The
traditional structure, however, can hardly sustain the incremental expanding of data centers [10]. Sev-
eral novel data center structures, such as DCell [9], FiConn [15], and BCube [11], have been proposed
to optimize the topological performance of data centers. These structures are all recursively defined to
construct data center networks, interconnecting the servers by a hierarchical way. We represent them as
hierarchical structures. These structures mainly focus on the scalability and reliability for data centers.
However, the details of some specific applications running on the data centers with these structures are ig-
nored. For example, none of these hierarchical structures treat servers as masters and workers, although
this requirement is the basis of many distributed data processing applications, especially MapReduce.
The communication and control mechanisms for performing MapReduce on the traditional structure can
hardly be operated on these hierarchical structures.

To solve this problem, this paper presents a methodology for performing MapReduce on the data
centers with hierarchical structures, represented as hierarchical data centers for short. Our methodology
is based on the distributed hash table (DHT) [20] [21], an efficient data retrieval approach on distributed
systems. DHT works by assigning each server a hash table that records the range of keys handled by all
adjacent servers. Responsibility for hashing data to keys is distributed among the servers. This approach
possesses several advantages. First, DHT makes all servers freely communicate with each other without
any central coordination. This provides a control mechanism for MapReduce on hierarchical data centers
without designating the masters or workers. Second, DHT ensures that the whole system can tolerate any
single node failure. Since the information of a server is held by its adjacent servers, a failed server can
affect only its neighbors, which causes a minimal amount of disruption [22]. Finally, DHT can flexibly
deal with a large amount of nodes joining or leaving the system. This matches well with the scalability
of hierarchical data centers. These advantages bring a feasibility to perform MapReduce on hierarchical
data centers.

In this paper, we address the main problems that face hierarchical data centers in supporting MapRe-
duce. Our methodology utilizes the above advantages of DHT to execute the procedure of MapReduce
on hierarchical data centers. Comprehensive evaluation shows that our methodology is effective and
possesses excellent performance. The main contributions of this paper are as follows.

• First, we propose the schemes for designating master servers and worker servers, and storing data
files on hierarchical data centers, so as to facilitate the execution of MapReduce.

• Second, we present a specific DHT architecture and a corresponding routing scheme for assigning
Map and Reduce tasks and delivering intermediate data on hierarchical data centers. Comprehen-
sive evaluation demonstrates that our scheme can evenly distribute the workload and well support
throughput-hungry MapReduce applications.

• Third, we deal with server and switch failures by proposing suitable fault-tolerant approaches for
performing MapReduce on hierarchical data centers. Experimental results prove that our method-
ology is a reasonable solution even considering node failures.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the background, related
work and our motivation. Section 3 proposes the schemes for executing the basic procedure of MapRe-
duce on hierarchical data centers. Section 4 presents the DHT architecture and routing scheme. Section
5 looks into the fault-tolerant routing and issues for performing MapReduce on hierarchical data centers.
Section 6 evaluates the performance of the proposed methodology. Section 7 concludes this paper.
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2 Preliminaries

2.1 Background

With a simple and practical processing procedure, MapReduce provides a standard mechanism for
distributed data processing. A basic MapReduce procedure consists of a Map phase and a Reduce phase
[5]. Each phase includes multiple parallel Map or Reduce tasks, respectively. A MapReduce procedure
can process terabytes of data through numbers of Map and Reduce tasks.

Map tasks are applied for data classification and preparing intermediate data for Reduce tasks. By
means of predefined Map programs, Map tasks transform the input data into intermediate data, which are
organized as key/value pairs, and then deliver those intermediate data with the same key to corresponding
Reduce tasks. The keys represent the types of intermediate data. The values represent the content of
intermediate data.

Reduce tasks are responsible for merging those intermediate data and producing output files. After
retrieving intermediate data from Map tasks, Reduce tasks integrate the intermediate values associated
with the same key by means of predefined Reduce programs, and therefore generate output values.

In a data center, MapReduce lets a master server control many worker servers in executing Map and
Reduce tasks [7]. The master assigns each Map or Reduce task to a worker, and each Map task is assigned
to the worker that stores the input data for the Map task. The workers executing Map and Reduce tasks
are called Mappers and Reducers, respectively. In the Map phase, Mappers execute corresponding Map
tasks simultaneously. When Mappers accomplish Map tasks, they store derived intermediate data on local
disks, and then send the location information of intermediate data to the Master. In the Reduce phase,
the master distributes the location information of intermediate data to Reducers. Then Reducers read
corresponding intermediate data from Mappers and execute their respective Reduce tasks simultaneously.
Fig.1 shows the basic process of a MapReduce procedure.
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Figure 1: The basic process of a MapReduce procedure

2.2 Related Work

Many existing data centers adopt the traditional tree structure. Namely, all servers are located at leaf
nodes. Aggregation switches and core switches are placed at inner nodes and root nodes, respectively.
The servers are connected by the aggregation switches, which are linked by the core switches. Using
these expensive and high-speed switches, the servers are fully interconnected. There is a path between
each pair of servers without passing through any other server. The traditional tree structure is simple
and easy to build, but it does not scale well. Expanding such a structure needs to add more inner nodes
and root nodes, using more expensive and higher-speed switches. Actually, these aggregation switches
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and core switches easily lead to bottlenecks. A core switch failure can break down hundreds or even
thousands of servers.

Fat-tree [1] is an improved structure of the traditional tree structure. Every inner node in a Fat-tree
has more than one father node. This improvement increases the number of links between the aggregation
switches and core switches. The network connectivity is increased, making Fat-tree a relatively reliable
structure. However, like the traditional tree structure, it still does not scale well.

Hierarchical structures constructed recursively are believed to be scalable and reliable. To construct
a hierarchical structure, a high level structure utilizes a lower level structure as a unit and connects many
such units by means of a given recursive rule. As the level of a structure increases, more and more servers
can be added into a hierarchical DCN without destroying the existing structure.

DCell [9], FiConn [15], and BCube [11] are three typical hierarchical structures. They use the same
smallest recursive unit, in which a switch interconnects several servers. However, they are different in
their recursive rules. DCell employs a complete graph as its recursive rule. There is a link between
any two units of the same level. As a result, DCell possesses the advantage of the complete graph. In
order to obtain high connectivity, each server in DCell should be equipped with multiple network ports.
Although FiConn and DCell employ similar design principles for constructing high level compound
graphs recursively, they have fundamental differences. Each server in FiConn is equipped with only two
network ports, and the recursive units in FiConn are connected with only a half of the idle network ports
in each unit. BCube employs the generalized hypercube as its recursive rule. The neighboring servers,
which are connected to the same switch, differ in only one digit in their address arrays. Thus, BCube
holds the advantages of the generalized hypercube, such as high connectivity and reliability.

2.3 Motivation

The above hierarchical structures efficiently solve the problems of scalability and reliability in dif-
ferent ways by using recursively defined topologies. Nevertheless, they ignore the particular approaches
for performing MapReduce on the data centers with these structures. In a hierarchical structure, servers
are not fully interconnected, and each server only connects with several adjacent servers. To support
MapReduce, the hierarchical structure cannot utilize the approaches proposed by Google for performing
MapReduce on the traditional tree structure [6].

First, hierarchical structures do not treat servers as masters and workers. In the procedure of Google’s
MapReduce, the servers controlling the execution of MapReduce procedures are called masters. The
servers executing Map and Reduce tasks are called workers. In the traditional tree structure, servers are
partitioned into masters and workers for MapReduce. A master can directly communicate with its work-
ers without intermediate server. In a hierarchical structure, however, the communication among servers
is multi-hop. Assume the servers are partitioned into masters and workers, there will be lots of control
information transmitted through the servers shared by different paths. It is difficult to designate servers
as masters or workers in hierarchical data centers.

Second, hierarchical structures can hardly support the data maintenance mechanism used by the tra-
ditional tree structure. In the traditional tree structure, each data file is divided into 64 megabytes blocks,
and each block has several copies which are stored on different workers to keep data locality [3]. When
a worker updates its data files, it sends related maintaining information to a distributed file system [12],
which runs on some particular servers. Since the number of servers in a data center can be up to several
thousands or even more, if the same method is used on a hierarchical data center whose servers are not
fully connected, the amount of maintaining information transmitted on the data center will generate huge
traffic load.

Third, the approaches for transmitting intermediate data on the traditional tree structure may be inef-
ficient on hierarchical structures. In a traditional tree structure, after accomplishing Map tasks, Mappers
store all intermediate data on local disks and send corresponding messages to the master. Then the mas-
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ter forwards the information about intermediate data to Reducers. After that, Reducers send massages
to Mappers asking for intermediate data. Finally, Mappers distribute all intermediate data to Reduc-
ers concurrently. In a hierarchical data center with non-fully connected network, this process becomes
much more complex. Since Mappers are not directly connected with Reducers, the intermediate data
may be transmitted through several servers shared by different paths. Sometimes a Mapper can gener-
ate megabytes of intermediate data. When Mappers are executing Map tasks, communication channels
might be idle. However, when the Map tasks are accomplished, some Mappers may have to wait to
deliver intermediate data. Therefore, delivering all intermediate data concurrently through multi-hop re-
duces network resource utilization, takes too much bandwidth and may result in network congestion.

To perform MapReduce on hierarchical data centers, we would like to propose a methodology for
addressing all the above problems with high fault-tolerance. Details about the proposed methodology are
introduced in the rest of the paper.

3 MapReduce on Hierarchical Data Centers

In this section, we study the methodology for performing MapReduce on hierarchical data centers.
Our methodology is mainly based on the distributed hash table (DHT), and can efficiently solve the above
problems in terms of storing data files, assigning Map and Reduce tasks, and delivering intermediate data.

3.1 Roles of Servers

In a data center, servers control and execute MapReduce procedures. In our research, each server in
a hierarchical data center can work as a master or a worker.

If a server receives a MapReduce request, it will be regarded as a master for the current MapReduce
procedure. Different from a traditional data center, this master is only responsible for assigning Map and
Reduce tasks to workers. It is not responsible for controlling the transmission of intermediate data.

If a server receives a Map or Reduce task, it will be regarded as a worker for the current MapReduce
procedure. Moreover, the worker receiving a Map task is regarded as a Mapper, and the worker receiving
a Reduce task is regarded as a Reducer. A worker executes received tasks according to the rule of FCFS
(first come, first served). After accomplishing Map tasks, Mappers directly send derived intermediate
data to Reducers without masters’ control.

3.2 Scheme for Storing Data Files

We would like to design a scheme for storing data files, so that the traffic load due to transmission of
the maintaining information can be reduced and the Map tasks can be easily assigned. According to the
rule of DHT [20] [17], the scheme for storing data files on hierarchical data centers can be summarized
as three steps. The first step is to define a suitable file key space for all servers, and assign a set of
sequential file keys to each server. A file key refers to a fixed-length number or string used for denoting
a data file block. The number of file keys assigned to a server depends on the disk capacity of the server.
A server with more disk capacity can get more file keys. The second step is to build a file key table on
each server, which records the range of file keys of every adjacent server. The third step is to define a
suitable function to hash the name of each data file block to a file key, and store the data file block on a
server which holds that file key.

Each server is responsible for maintaining its data file blocks, file keys and the file key table. If a
server updates its data file blocks, there is no need to inform other servers. If a server updates its file
keys, it sends maintaining information only to its adjacent servers to update their file key tables. Each
server has only a finite number of adjacent servers. Consequently, storing data files according to the
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above scheme can reduce the amount of maintaining information transmitted on the whole data center
network.

3.3 Scheme for Assigning Map and Reduce Tasks

In a traditional tree structure, a master directly connects with all workers. Therefore, a master can
easily send a Map or Reduce task to a worker. In a hierarchical structure, however, a master usually
sends a Map or Reduce task to a worker through a number of other servers.

(1) Assigning Map Tasks.
Based on the scheme for storing data files and the rule of DHT [20], we propose the scheme for

assigning Map tasks on hierarchical data centers as follows. When a server receives a MapReduce
request, it first determines the input data file block processed by each Map task. This server, namely the
master, then hashes the name of the input data file block to a file key for the Map task. After that, the
master chooses a server from all its adjacent servers to send the Map task, and the selected server has the
range of file keys closest to the derived file key. This server will further choose another server from its
neighbors to forward the Map task according to the same rule. This process is iteratively performed until
a server, which receives the Map task, holds the corresponding file key. That implies the server stores
the input data for the Map task. Here the closest is measured by a function, which is specified according
to the definition of file keys.

(2) Assigning Reduce Tasks.
We propose the scheme for assigning Reduce tasks on hierarchical data centers as following steps.

Similar to the scheme for storing data files, the first step is to define a suitable Reduce key space for all
servers, and assign a set of sequential Reduce keys to each server. A Reduce key refers to a fixed-length
number or string. The number of Reduce keys assigned to a server depends on the computing ability of
the server. A server with faster computing capacity can get more Reduce keys. The second step is to
build a Reduce key table on each server, which records the range of Reduce keys of every adjacent server.
The third step is to define a suitable function used for hashing the keys of intermediate data to Reduce
keys. Finally, when assigning Reduce tasks, the master hashes the key of intermediate data processed
by each Reduce task to a Reduce key. The master chooses a server from all adjacent servers to send the
Reduce task, and the selected server has the range of Reduce keys closest to the derived Reduce key. This
process is iteratively performed until a server, which receives the Reduce task, holds the corresponding
Reduce key.

Since the master can send Map and Reduce tasks immediately without searching data files node
by node, in a hierarchical data center, assigning Map and Reduce tasks through DHT can reduce the
execution time of MapReduce procedures. More than that, since there is no particular path from the
master to a worker, the transmission of the Map or Reduce task cannot be interrupted by node failures.
The communication becomes more reliable.

3.4 Scheme for Delivering Intermediate Data

Based on the scheme for assigning Reduce tasks, it is easy to delivering intermediate data. Our
scheme for delivering intermediate data on hierarchical data centers are as follows. When a Mapper is
executing a Map task, it hashes the key of a derived intermediate key/value pair to a Reduce key in the
same way as that of assigning Reduce tasks. Then, according to its Reduce key table, it directly sends
the intermediate key/value pair to an adjacent server, which has the range of Reduce keys closest to the
Reduce key hashed from the intermediate key among all adjacent servers. In a similar way to the scheme
for assigning Map and Reduce tasks, this intermediate key/value pair will be delivered node by node to a
server which holds the corresponding Reduce key. According to the scheme for assigning Reduce tasks,
this server has received the Reduce task that is responsible for processing the intermediate data.
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Delivering intermediate data with above scheme can avoid the unnecessary controlling process per-
formed by masters, which is complicated and can delay executing Reduce tasks in a non-fully connected
data center network. Since each intermediate key/value pair is delivered immediately after being gener-
ated, this scheme can increase network resource utilization, and facilitate intermediate data transmission.
Like the scheme for assigning Map tasks, delivering intermediate data in this way can avoid the impact
of node failures, and therefore can increase the reliability of the transmission.
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Figure 2: An example of our DHT

4 DHT Architecture and Routing Scheme

This section introduces the specific DHT architecture and corresponding routing scheme for execut-
ing MapReduce on hierarchical data centers.

Since the servers in a hierarchical data center are homogeneous and work in the same manner, we
assign the file or Reduce keys to the servers in the order of their identifiers. The keys held by different
servers are logically arranged in a line or a circle, like Chord [20]. This dose not means that the longest
path to retrieve a key is the whole line. Adjacent servers in a hierarchical data center can belong to dif-
ferent recursive units and do not have sequential identifiers. The range of keys held by adjacent servers
may not be sequential. Only the adjacent servers in the same smallest recursive unit hold sequential
identifiers and keys. Consequently, for a hierarchical data center, the retrieval efficiency depends on its
physical structure instead of the logical form in which the keys are arranged.

For ease of maintenance, we integrate the aforementioned file key table and Reduce key table into
one hash table. This table consists of three attributes, including the range of file keys, the range of Reduce
keys and the identifier of the adjacent server that holds those file keys and Reduce keys. In a hierarchical
data center, each server stores such a table for recording the range of file keys and Reduce keys of all
adjacent servers. In our work, Itemi=(FileKeyRange, ReduceKeyRange, ID) denotes a record of the
hash table, where FileKeyRange, ReduceKeyRange, and ID represent the three attributes, respectively.
When a server is added to or removed from the data center, only its adjacent servers need to renew the
records of their hash tables, so all other severs will not be affected. Fig.2 shows an example of our DHT
architecture for executing MapReduce on hierarchical data centers.

Based on the hash table stored on each server, it is easy to implement the routing scheme for assign-
ing Map and Reduce tasks and sending intermediate data. When a server receives a Map or Reduce task
or an intermediate key/value pair, it first determines whether the corresponding file key or Reduce key is
in its charge. If the server holds that file key or Reduce key, it performs the corresponding task according
to reference [6]. Otherwise, it forwards the Map or Reduce task or intermediate data to an adjacent server
in the way indicated by Algorithm 1.

In Algorithm 1, TransOb ject denotes a Map or Reduce task or an intermediate key/value pair, which
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needs to be delivered by any server in a hierarchical data center. TransOb ject.key denotes the file key or
Reduce key derived by corresponding hash functions. Function d(, ) is used for calculating the distance
between TransOb ject.key and the range of keys held by an adjacent server. Algorithm 1 sets a variable,
denoted by S erver, for recording the record item of the hash table on current server, which represents the
next hop to send TransOb ject. It initializes S erver with the first record item, and then determines the
type of TransOb ject. After that, Algorithm 1 iterates over the hash table to find a record whose range of
file or Reduce keys is the closest to TransOb ject.key according to function d(, ), and assigns the obtained
record item to S erver. Finally, it sends TransOb ject to the adjacent server whose identifier is denoted
by S erver.ID. In this way, TransOb ject will be delivered node by node to the server responsible for
executing corresponding Map or Reduce task.

Algorithm 1 Deliver1 (object TransOb ject)
1: object S erver = Item0;
2: if TransOb ject is a Map task then
3: for i = 1; i < I − 1; i + + do
4: if d(TransOb ject.key, Itemi.FileKeyRange)

< d(TransOb ject.key, S erver.FileKeyRange) then
5: S erver = Itemi;
6: end if
7: end for
8: else
9: for i = 1; i < I − 1; i + + do

10: if d(TransOb ject.key, Itemi.ReduceKeyRange)
< d(TransOb ject.key, S erver.ReduceKeyRange) then

11: S erver = Itemi;
12: end if
13: end for
14: end if
15: send TransOb ject to S erver.ID;

5 Fault Tolerance

A hierarchical data center consists of much more servers, switches and links than a traditional tree
structure data center, so it has more tendency to machine or link failures. A link failure leads to the
disconnection of the two machines interconnected through the link, and the two machines can be regarded
as failed to each other. Hence we only focus on server and switch failures in this paper.

5.1 Fault-tolerant Routing Against Failures of Servers and Switches

A MapReduce procedure cannot utilize a failed server or switch to assign tasks or transmitting inter-
mediate data. To address this problem, we propose the fault-tolerant routing for MapReduce in hierar-
chical data centers.

In a traditional tree structure data center, a switch failure can break down all the servers connecting
to it. Since a hierarchical data center employs the redundant structure, a switch failure may not affect the
servers connecting to it. However, these servers cannot communicate to each other directly. In this work,
we treat a switch failure as several disconnected servers.

To ensure that our routing scheme can forward all tasks and intermediate data to available servers,
we employ the following approach. Each server sends the number of tasks in its service queue as its
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state information to all adjacent servers periodically, and therefore each server knows the running state
of all its adjacent servers. If a server cannot update its state information to its adjacent servers, it will
be regarded as a failed server and its corresponding records in the hash tables of adjacent servers will be
denoted as unavailable. Based on this failure notification mechanism among adjacent servers, we modify
Algorithm 1 in order to achieve Algorithm 2 as the fault-tolerant routing scheme. Algorithm 2 assigns
the first available record item to S erver, and iterates over the hash table from that record to update S erver
with an available record whose range of file or Reduce keys is closer to TransOb ject.key. In such a way,
S erver.ID finally gives the identifier of the available next hop to deliver TransOb ject.

Algorithm 2 Deliver2 (object TransOb ject)
1: object S erver = Null; int j = 0;
2: for i = 0; i < I − 1; i + + do
3: if Itemi.available == true then
4: S erver = Itemi;
5: j = i;
6: break;
7: end if
8: end for
9: if TransOb ject is a Map task then

10: for i = j; i < I − 1; i + + do
11: if Itemi.available == true then
12: if d(TransOb ject.key, Itemi.FileKeyRange)

< d(TransOb ject.key, S erver.FileKeyRange) then
13: S erver = Itemi;
14: end if
15: end if
16: end for
17: else
18: for i = j; i < I − 1; i + + do
19: if Itemi.available == true then
20: if d(TransOb ject.key, Itemi.ReduceKeyRange)

< d(TransOb ject.key, S erver.ReduceKeyRange) then
21: S erver = Itemi;
22: end if
23: end if
24: end for
25: end if
26: send TransOb ject to S erver.ID;

5.2 Fault-tolerant Approaches to Address Failures of Masters and Workers

In a hierarchical data center, a running MapReduce procedure can be interrupted by a server failure,
no matter a master failure or a worker failure. To address this problem, we propose the following ap-
proaches.

1) Addressing the failure of a master server:

• As soon as a master receives a MapReduce request, it sends the request to an adjacent server as
a replica. When assigning Map and Reduce tasks, the master concurrently sends a confirmation
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message for each task to that adjacent server. If that server cannot receive any confirmation mes-
sage of a task within a threshold time, the master will be regarded as failed, and that server will
take over the current MapReduce request and reassign the corresponding Map or Reduce task.

2) Addressing the failure of a worker server:

• If a worker server receives a Map task and its service queue has achieved a predefined threshold
length, it will discard the Map task and send a message to the Master for reassigning the Map task
to another server which stores a replica of the corresponding input data file.

• According to the aforementioned failure notification mechanism, each server keeps the running
state of all adjacent servers. If a worker server receives a Reduce task and its service queue has
achieved a predefined threshold length, it will forward the Reduce task to an available adjacent
server. Moreover, it will forward all the intermediate data to that adjacent server.

• When a worker server accepts a Map or Reduce task, it sends corresponding information of the task
to an adjacent server. As soon as the worker server accomplishes that task, it sends a confirmation
massage of the task to that adjacent server. If that adjacent server cannot receive the confirmation
massage within a threshold time, it will send the task information to the master for reassigning the
task to another available server. In this case, the worker server will be regarded as a straggler [16].

6 Evaluation

Since BCube is a representative hierarchical structure [11], in this section we conduct a comprehen-
sive evaluation based on BCube, to demonstrate that our method is feasible for executing MapReduce on
hierarchical data centers.

In the following evaluation, we employ Equation 1 as the hash function for transferring a task name
or an intermediate key into a file key or a Reduce key.

TransOb ject.key = f (TransOb ject) MOD K (1)

Function f (TransOb ject) calculates the decimal ASCII number of TransOb ject. For example, suppose
that TransOb ject denotes a character string "abc", then f (TransOb ject) equals 979899. K is a prime
number less than the total number of file keys or Reduce keys. Here the value of TransOb ject.key is an
integer, hence the aforementioned function d(, ) can be defined for calculating the absolute value of the
difference between TransOb ject.key and the range of keys held by a server.

6.1 Load Balance

According to aforementioned schemes, Map tasks are assigned to the servers that hold corresponding
data files, so the distribution of input data file blocks determines the load balance of Map tasks. Since
researchers have studied how to allocate date to servers evenly with consistent hashing [14] [23], we
assume that all input data file blocks are well distributed in a hierarchical data center. Therefore, we can
also assume that Map tasks can be evenly assigned to different servers. Here we mainly study the load
balance of Reduce tasks, which is much more uncertain than that of Map tasks.

We perform the simulation for evaluating load balance as follows. We simulate the structure of
BCube and corresponding communication among its servers. Let N denote the number of servers in a
level 0 BCube, and H denote the number of levels. The number of servers in BCube varies from 4 to 625
when N varies from 2 to 5 and H varies from 1 to 3. We assign a unique identifier to each server, and
calculate the identifiers of its adjacent servers. In BCube, two servers that connect to the same switch
can be regarded as adjacent servers. In reality, different MapReduce applications generate different kinds
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of Reduce tasks, whose arrival to a data center is a stochastic process. For ease of evaluation, in our
simulation, we assume that there is only one Reduce task arriving to the BCube data center within a short
period of time. The execution time of a Reduce task is random and is longer than the arrival period. We
consider two cases about the execution time. The first case is that the execution time of a Reduce task
varies randomly from 10 to 100 times the length of arrival period. The second case is that the execution
time of a Reduce task varies randomly from 100 to 500 times the length of arrival period. According to
Hadoop [24], we define that each server can execute two Reduce tasks simultaneously. When a server
is busy in executing two Reduce tasks, it will reject the newly arrived Reduce task and foreword it to an
adjacent server. If a Reduce task is rejected for three times, we regard that this Reduce task is dropped.
We consider a workload with 2× 103 Reduce tasks, which are assigned according to the schemes studied
in Section 3.

Since a server can only execute limited number of Reduce tasks simultaneously, some Reduce tasks
may get dropped in a data center with skewed load. We repeat the simulation 30 times for each number of
servers to calculate the mean percentage of dropped Reduce tasks. Fig.3 plots the results in the two cases
about the execution time. As shown in Fig.3, the percentage of dropped Reduce tasks decreases rapidly
with the increase of the number of servers. In the first case, the percentage of dropped Reduce tasks
decreases to 0 when the number of servers achieves 64. In the second case, the percentage of dropped
Reduce tasks decreases to 0 when the number of servers achieves 256. When we further increase the
number of arrival Reduce tasks to 104, the results of the two cases remain the same. This implies that
running MapReduce on such a data center according to our approaches can hardly drop any tasks.
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Figure 3: Variation of the percentage of dropped Reduce tasks along with the number of servers

To evaluate the workload of each server, based on the above simulation, we calculate the Reduce
tasks executed by each server in the two cases. Fig.4 plots the variation of the mean percentage of
Reduce tasks that per server executes along with the number of servers, which varies from 4 to 625. As
shown in Fig.4, when the number of servers is small, the mean workload of a server in the first case is
higher than that in the second case, as the execution time of the first case is much lower than that of the
second case. In the first case, the mean workload of a server keeps on a relatively high level until the
number of servers achieves 27. In the second case, the mean workload of a server dose not decrease until
the number of servers achieves 125. The reason of these variations is, when the number of servers is
not enough to sustain continually arrival Reduce tasks, all servers work at full capacity and many tasks
are dropped. While the number of servers achieves 256, the mean workload of a server decreases to the
same low level in both cases. Fig.5 shows the percentage of Reduce tasks executed by each server when
there are 256 servers in all. We can derive from Fig.5 that the difference between the workload of any
two servers is less than 1.6×10−3, a vary small value. Therefore, the workload can be evenly distributed.
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Figure 4: Variation of the mean percentage of Reduce tasks that per server executes along with the
number of servers
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Figure 5: Percentage of Reduce tasks executed by each server when there are 256 servers

6.2 Data Forwarding Performance

A data center network mainly consists of servers, switches and links. In a hierarchical data center,
servers are not only used for executing Map and Reduce tasks, but also used for forwarding intermediate
data. However, since servers are not network devices, they have lower data forwarding capacity than
switches and links. In this work, we assume that switches and links can provide sufficient bandwidth and
only consider the servers.

Based on the former simulation, we perform the simulation for evaluating data forwarding perfor-
mance, including data forwarding throughput and bandwidth between servers, as follows. We assume
that our routing scheme held by each server supports receiving and sending only one data packet, namely
a key/value pair, within an extremely short period of time. According to literature [11], in a BCube data
center, a server forwards at 750Mb/s in all-to-all traffic pattern. MTU is usually set to be 1.5KB for a
commodity computer. Thus, on this condition, we can easily calculate that the short period is 1.6×10−5

seconds. In such a period, a server with a packet to transmit chooses an adjacent server as the destination
server, according to our routing scheme. If this destination server is available for receiving a packet,
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the former server will forward that packet successfully. Then any other packets to the same destination
server should wait to be transmitted until the server is available in another period. We vary the number of
servers that simultaneously generate packets to calculate the best possible data forwarding performance.
This procedure is recursively performed in our simulation so as to evaluate data forwarding performance
on a steady working condition.

When the number of servers varies from 4 to 625, we repeat the simulation 30 times for each number
of servers to obtain the mean and range of the maximum data forwarding throughput, as shown in Fig.6.
We find that the maximum data forwarding throughput does not closely track the increase of the total
number of servers. The throughput of 27 servers is lower than that of 25 servers, and the throughput of
81 servers is lower than that of 64 servers. The reason for that is, throughput depends not only on the
number of servers, but also on the number of hops for data forwarding. If the data are forwarded through
more hops, the throughput will be lower. For a hierarchical data center, the maximum number of hops
is determined by the number of levels, and more levels bring more hops. In our simulation, the BCube
data centers with 27 servers and 81 servers have one level more than the BCube data centers with 25
servers and 64 servers, respectively. Given a fixed number of servers in a recursively hierarchical data
center, it is crucial to make a tradeoff between the number of levels and the number of servers in the
smallest recursive unit to achieve desired performance. As shown in Fig.6, when the number of servers
is larger than 125, data forwarding throughput increases rapidly. Therefore, our approaches can well
support throughput-hungry MapReduce applications on hierarchical data centers.
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Figure 6: Variation of the maximum data forwarding throughput along with the number of servers

To evaluate the bandwidth between servers, we first keep the number of servers that simultaneously
generate packets in a certain value, which ensures that data forwarding throughput remains at the maxi-
mum value. On this condition, we then calculate the mean of the maximum bandwidth that each server
can achieve for sending data to another server through maximum number of hops. Fig.7 illustrates the
result when there are 256 servers. We can derive that most values of the bandwidth are larger than
0.3Gb/s and less than 0.57Gb/s. This variance, which is less than 0.3Gb/s, is acceptable for MapReduce
applications. In practice, different servers store different types of data, and internet service providers
may store popular data on certain servers to save power [19]. Hence some of the Map or Reduce tasks
in a MapReduce procedure process and generate more data than other tasks. Overall, the result of our
simulation implies that the bandwidth can be evenly distributed according to our approaches.
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Figure 7: Mean of the maximum bandwidth that each server can achieve for sending data to another
server through maximum number of hops, when there are 256 servers and data forwarding throughput
remains at maximum value

6.3 Fault Tolerance

We evaluate the load balance and data forwarding performance under given failure rates of links and
nodes to further validate the fault-tolerant capability of our methodology.

For a hierarchical data center, let P1 and P2 denote the expected probabilities that a server or a switch
fails when they are executing a MapReduce procedure, respectively. Here we omit link failures which
can be regarded as adjacent nodes failures. Then we can calculate the probability that a server keeps on
working according to Theorem 1.

Theorem 1. For a hierarchical data center, let P3 denote the probability that a server keeps on working
in a MapReduce procedure. Let I and J denote the number of servers and switches directly connecting
with this server, respectively. P3 is given by

P3 = (1 − P1) × (1 −
I∑

i=1

(
(
I
i

)
× Pi

1)) × (1 −
J∑

j=1

(
(
J
j

)
× P j

2)) (2)

Proof: The probability that this server does not fail equals 1−P1. The probability that i of the I
servers fail is

(
I
i

)
×Pi

1. Then the probability that these I servers keep on working equals 1−∑I
i=1(

(
I
i

)
×Pi

1).

Similarly, the probability that the J switches keep on working equals 1−∑J
j=1(

(
J
j

)
×P j

2). This server
can keep on working only if all the I servers and J switches can keep on working and itself does not
fail. Therefore, the probability that this server keeps on working equals (1−P1)×(1−∑I

i=1(
(

I
i

)
×Pi

1))×
(1−∑J

j=1(
(

J
j

)
×P j

2)). Theorem 1 is proved.
Based on Theorem 1, we modify the aforementioned simulations to evaluate the fault-tolerant load

balance and data forwarding performance. In the corresponding period, a server with a Reduce task (or
a packet) for transmitting chooses an available adjacent server in working order as the destination server,
according to the fault-tolerant routing. If there is a third server having a Reduce task (or a packet) to the
same destination server in the same period, it has to wait until the destination server is available in anther
period.

In BCube, each server can only directly connect to switches, so P3 equals (1−P1)× (1−∑J
j=1 (

(
J
j

)
×P j

2)). We obtain different values of P3 by varying P1 and P2. Then we calculate the variation of the
mean percentage of Reduce tasks that per server executes along with the total number of servers, when
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P3 equals 0.98, 0.90 and 0.80, respectively. Fig.8 illustrates the results in the aforementioned two cases.
In the first case, many tasks are dropped when the number of servers is small, so there is no significant
difference among the workload of each server for the three values of P3. In the second case, since the
workload of each server keeps very low, the difference is not notable when the number of servers is less
than 125. While the number of servers are enough to sustain the continually arrival Reduce tasks, our
method has good fault tolerance, so the difference is also small in both cases. Fig.9 plots the percentage
of Reduce tasks executed by each server when there are 256 servers and P3=0.90. The mean percentage
of Reduce tasks that per server executes is only 0.5×10−3 lower than that shown in Fig.5. Moreover, the
variance is less than 1.5×10−3. Thus, the workload can be evenly distributed under high failure rates of
links and nodes.
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Figure 8: Variation of the mean percentage of Reduce tasks that per server executes along with the
number of servers, when P3=0.98, P3=0.90 and P3=0.80
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Figure 9: Percentage of Reduce tasks executed by each server, when there are 256 servers and P3=0.90

Due to the failures of links and nodes, we calculate the maximum data forwarding throughput when
P3 equals 0.98, 0.90 and 0.80, respectively. For each value of P3, we repeat the modified simulation
30 times to obtain the mean value. Fig.10 illustrates the result. When the number of servers is small,
the throughput of the network is low, so there is no obvious difference among the throughput for the
three values of P3. When the number of servers is larger than 125, the throughput increases rapidly
for all the three values of P3. Thus, with enough servers, our method can provide satisfactory data
forwarding throughput against failures of links and nodes. Considering link and node failures, we
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Figure 10: Variation of the maximum data forwarding throughput along with the number of servers,
when P3=0.98, P3=0.90 and P3=0.80

recalculate the mean of the maximum bandwidth that each server can achieve for sending data to another
server through maximum number of hops. Fig.11 illustrates the result when there are 256 servers and
P3=0.90. Although the probability that a server cannot keep on working is 0.10, which is really high
in practice, the bandwidth for every server is only 0.05Gb/s lower than that shown in Fig.7. Hence
the bandwidth between servers is abundant against failures of links and nodes. Moreover, the range of
variance, as shown in Fig.11, is less than 0.25Gb/s. Therefore, the bandwidth between servers can be
evenly distributed under high failure rates of links and nodes.
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Figure 11: Mean of the maximum bandwidth that each server can achieve for sending data to another
server through maximum number of hops, when there are 256 servers and P3=0.90

7 Conclusion

Several hierarchical structures have been proposed to improve the topological properties of data
centers. However, the communication and control mechanisms proposed by Google for performing
MapReduce on the traditional structure can hardly be operated on these hierarchical structures. This
paper presents a methodology for performing MapReduce on data centers with hierarchical structures.
Comprehensive analysis and simulations show that our methodology can evenly distribute the workload
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and well support throughput-hungry MapReduce applications. It is also proved that our methodology is
competent for MapReduce even under node failures. The mismatch problem between hierarchical data
centers and Mapreduce is effectively solved in this paper.
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